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DTU Student Wins First Prize at Son Tra Reporter Contest 

 

On April 27, the Son Tra Peninsula and Danang Tourism Beaches Management Board of the Danang 

Department of Tourism organized the “Son Tra Reporter” contest, with fifty participants from local 

colleges and universities. DTU students won a first prize and others in the contest. 

  

 

Excited DTU lecturers and students at the competition 

 

The Son Tra peninsula has long been regarded as one of Danang’s “jewels”, with its natural scenery, 

diverse flora and fauna, beautiful beaches and interesting sites, such as the Ling Ung Pagoda, But Beach, 

the Tien Sa Seaport, the thousand-year-old banyan tree and so on. However, the Son Tra forest is being 

destroyed by developers and the loss of natural habitat has become alarming, threatening many rare plant 

and animal species. 
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DTU students with contestants from other schools 

 

The “Son Tra Reporter” is a contest to create a team of standard reporters, who will publish news on 

tourism potential and the diverse natural beauty of the Son Tra Peninsula. They will deliver a message 

asking us to protect our natural environment and preserve “Danang’s Treasure” for many generations to 

come, to the benefit of both residents and tourists alike.  

Contestants pitted their Tour Guide skills against each other in different rounds, speaking about the routes 

and sites on the Son Tra Peninsula and dealing with situations set by the jury. 

  

The DTU Hospitality students confidently exhibited their knowledge and skills throughout the contest, 

demonstrating the key skills of speaking in front of a crowd, communicating, observing and dealing with 

unusual situations, perfected with study and practice. 

 

After a lively and exciting day of competition, Tran Thi Hong Khuong, of K19DLL2 in Hospitality, beat 

nine others in the finals to win first place. Nguyen Vu My Phuong, of K20VHD3 in Social Sciences and 

Humanities, came second and two third prizes went to Vo Ngoc Thinh, of K19DLL1 in Hospitality and to 

Nguyen Tien of class K23DLL3 in Hospitality.  A consolation prize was awarded to Nguyen Thu Dieu, in 

K21DLL3 in Hospitality. 

 

(Media Center)  

 


